The three-dimensional architecture of the genome affects genomic functions. Multiple genome architectures at different length scales, including chromatin loops, domains, compartments, and regions associated with nuclear lamina and nucleoli, have been discovered.
Introduction
In the mammalian cell nucleus, DNA folds into functional spatial architectures across multiple length scales [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . The first level of DNA folding involves the wrapping of genomic DNA around histone proteins to form individual nucleosomes -the basic structural unit of chromatin.
Interspaced regions of the chromatin may interact, forming loop structures such as promoterenhancer loops that are involved in gene activation [1] [2] [3] [4] 7 . At the other end of the spectrum, individual chromosomes occupy distinct nuclear space, known as chromosomal territories 6 .
Recently, sequencing-based chromosome-conformation-capture methods such as Hi-C 4, 8 have revealed two types of intermediate structures known as topologically associating domains (TADs, also known as contact domains) and A/B compartments [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . TADs are consecutive selfinteracting genomic regions each containing tens to hundreds of kilobases (kb) of DNA [9] [10] [11] [12] .
Compartments A and B each contain multiple TADs and are enriched with active (A) and inactive (B) chromatin, respectively 8, 13 . Other sequencing methods have also been used to identify genomic regions adjacent/attached to the nuclear lamina or nucleolus, known as laminaassociated domains (LADs) and nucleolus-associated chromatin domains (NADs), both of which are associated with transcriptional inactivation [14] [15] [16] .
It remains largely unclear, however, how these diverse nucleome architectures are jointly organized in the same single cells, and how they correlate with each other across heterogeneous cell populations such as are found in mammalian tissues. Bulk chromosome-conformationcapture methods cannot distinguish cell-type-specific genome architectures in a mixed population. While recent advances in single-cell Hi-C and related methods have significantly improved the genomic resolution of the technique at the single-cell level 17 , they have not enabled single-cell mapping in tissue. Furthermore, single-cell Hi-C has not been combined with profiling of RNA expression, LADs, and NADs in the same single cells. In contrast, fluorescence microscopy approaches offer direct, single-cell visualization of many cellular structures [18] [19] [20] .
Conventional DNA fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH), for example, allows direct mapping of the spatial positions of two or more genomic loci in single cells (e.g. 21 ). Recent sequential FISH techniques increased the number of genomic loci mapped in single cells and allowed direct tracing of chromatin folding in mammalian cell cultures and Drosophila embryos [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . However, multiscale chromatin tracing from promoter-enhancer loops to whole chromosomes, with simultaneous profiling of transcripts, lamina, and nucleolar associations, has not been achieved. Furthermore, chromatin tracing in mammalian tissue has not been accomplished.
To address these limitations and enable analysis of multiscale nucleome architectures in heterogeneous mammalian tissue in a cell-type-specific manner, here we developed Multiplexed Imaging of Nucleome Architectures (MINA) -an integrative method capable of single-cell, in situ measurements of multiscale chromatin folding across four orders of magnitude of genomic length, proximity of numerous genomic loci to lamina and nucleoli, and RNA copy numbers from over one hundred genes ( Figure 1A) . We applied this technique to study single-cell nucleome architectures and gene expression in the distinct cell types of E14.5 mouse fetal liver ( Figure 1A) . First, to test the capability of this method to resolve cell-type specific chromatin folding, we studied the 3D folding of chromatin at the promoter-enhancer and TAD-tochromosome length scales in single cells in fetal liver, and distinguished different cell types based on their RNA profiles. We demonstrated de novo discovery of cell-type-specific chromatin folding schemes at these length scales, and showed that chromatin folding differences at both scales were correlated with gene expression changes between cell types. Next, to demonstrate the ability of this method to probe the joint organization and co-variation of multiple nucleome architectures, we examined the correlations between chromatin folding and the association of chromatin with nuclear lamina, nucleoli, and the surface of chromosome territory in the different cell types. We observed both cell-type-specific features and cell-type-invariant principles of the joint organization of nucleome architectures. Finally, we built a polymer model to computationally simulate and explain the observed correlations between nucleome architectural features. We found that intra-chromosomal phase-separating interactions are insufficient to explain the observed chromosome architectures, and that both intra-chromosomal and extrachromosomal interactions are required to establish the observed features.
Results

Development of the MINA method
MINA involves multiscale chromatin tracing, measurements of lamina and nucleolar associations, and highly multiplexed RNA imaging. To trace multiscale chromatin folding, we hybridized a library of primary oligonucleotide probes to mouse fetal liver tissue sections, labeling the central 100-kb regions of 50 TADs along the entire mouse chromosome 19 (Chr19), as well as 19 consecutive 5-kb segments upstream of the gene stearyl-CoA desaturase 2 (Scd2) located on Chr19 ( Figure 1A) . Scd2 is known to be expressed in hepatocytes in fetal liver, and is critical for lipid synthesis during early liver development 27 . The 19 segments span multiple potential cis-regulatory elements 28 with unknown folding structure. Each oligonucleotide probe in the primary probe library contained a unique genomic sequence that hybridizes to the targeted genomic region, and a nongenomic readout sequence shared by all primary probes targeting the same genomic segment ( Figure 1B ). The readout region can hybridize to dye-labeled secondary probes with complementary sequences in a series of secondary hybridizations to sequentially visualize the 3D positions of the labeled genomic regions ( Figures 1B-1D ). The 3D folding of chromatin can be reconstructed by linking these positions into traces ( Figures 1C and 1D ). We used 69 secondary probes to distinguish all 69 probed genomic regions. This approach is conceptually similar to our previous chromatin tracing method 26 and subsequent versions from others [22] [23] [24] [25] , but has significantly expanded the range of genomic length scales probed in the same experiment to over four orders of magnitude (from 5 kb to over 50 Mb), with improved probe design and FISH procedure to allow tracing at 5-kb resolution and in mouse tissue in combination with other modes of imaging. To measure the proximity of genomic loci to the nucleoli and nuclear lamina, we labeled nucleoli by immunofluorescence staining of fibrillarin and imaged whole nuclei with SYTOX or DAPI stain ( Figure 1E ). We approximated nuclear lamina locations as the boundaries of the nuclei. To efficiently image and distinguish over 100 RNA species with single-molecule resolution, we adapted RNA multiplexed error-robust FISH (MERFISH) 29, 30 to fetal liver tissue ( Figure 1F ). We probed 137 RNA species in total, 55 of which were expressed from marker genes of major cell types in fetal liver 31 . The other 82 were from genes located on Chr19. Each RNA species was labeled with primary oligonucleotide probes containing targeting sequences complementary to different parts of the RNA, and a unique combination of 4 out of 16 readout sequences. This combination formed a unique barcode for the RNA species ( Figure 1F ). We imaged and read out this barcode with single molecule resolution by sequentially applying 16 dye-labeled secondary probes that hybridized to the readout sequences ( Figures 1F and 1G ).
To segment the tightly packed fetal liver cells and allow quantification of RNA copy numbers in single cells, we labeled cell boundaries with oligo-conjugated wheat germ agglutinin (WGA), and visualized the WGA pattern with an additional dye-labeled secondary probe hybridized to the WGA-conjugated oligo ( Figure 1H ). The centroid positions of imaged genomic regions, the positions of nucleoli, the boundaries of cells and nuclei, and the barcodes of each RNA molecules were computationally extracted from the 3D image stacks ( Figures 1C-1H ). We routinely imaged and analyzed thousands of cells per tissue section during the two consecutive days of imaging involved in each full MINA experiment.
Validation of MINA measurements
To validate MINA measurements, we compared our imaging results with available sequencing data. First, we calculated the mean spatial distance between each pair of imaged TADs, and obtained 1225 pair-wise distances ( Figure 1I ). We compared these distances with the corresponding contact frequencies between the TADs measured by ensemble-average Hi-C, which offered enough resolution for measuring chromatin interactions at the TAD-tochromosome scale in E14.5 mouse fetal liver 32 ( Supplementary Fig. 1A ). The mean spatial distances were highly correlated with the inverse contact frequencies, with a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.89 ( Figure 1J ). Our analysis showed the Hi-C contact frequency was inversely proportional to the 5 th power of the mean spatial distance ( Figure 1J ). This power-law relationship between Hi-C contact frequency and mean spatial distance is similar to that previously obtained from human cell cultures 22, 26 . We then compared our RNA MERFISH results with bulk RNA sequencing data from E14.5 mouse fetal liver. The RNA copy numbers of the 137 probed genes counted from all imaged cells showed a high correlation with the RNA abundance measured by sequencing, with a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.83 ( Figure 1K ).
These high correlations between our imaging measurements and those from entirely different methods provided a validation of our technique.
Next, we used a normalization and compartmentalization analysis procedure previously introduced to determine the A/B compartments from the mean spatial distance matrix 26 . This analysis yielded population-averaged compartment scores of TADs, which reflected their extent of association with compartment A (positive scores) or B (negative scores) ( Supplementary Fig. 1B-E). Concurrently, we quantified the probabilities of different TADs being in spatial proximity 6 to nucleoli or nuclear lamina, and termed these probabilities the nucleolar association ratios and lamina association ratios, respectively (TADs within 200 nm of the abstracted nucleolar or perinuclear voxels were considered as being associated with nucleoli or nuclear lamina). Our analyses showed that A/B compartment scores were negatively correlated with lamina association ratios and nucleolar association ratios ( Supplementary Fig. 1F-G) , consistent with the enrichment of inactive chromatin in LADs and NADs previously shown in cell cultures [14] [15] [16] .
De novo chromatin folding patterns in mammalian tissue
To identify different cell types and, in turn, cell-type-specific chromatin architectures, we clustered individual cells based on the similarities of their single-cell RNA copy number profiles ( Figure 2A ). Based on the enrichment of different cell-type marker transcripts in the clusters, we identified seven major cell types in fetal liver, including hepatocytes, erythroblasts, proerythroblasts, macrophages, endothelial cells, megakaryocytes and a combined cluster of other cell types (Figures 2A and 2B ). The expression of Scd2 was specifically enriched in hepatocytes ( Figure 2C ). Several enhancers have been annotated upstream of Scd2 28 , but which one(s) of them interact(s) with the promoter of Scd2 in fetal liver hepatocytes, or whether any one of them interacts with the promoter at all, is unknown. We characterized the fine folding structure of chromatin upstream of the Scd2 gene in hepatocytes versus all other cell types by plotting mean spatial distance matrices of the 5-kb-resolution chromatin traces ( Figure 2D ). The matrices revealed a decreased distance from traced region 16 to the promoter region 19 in hepatocytes ( Figure 2D ). Region 16 contains one of the annotated enhancers ( Figure 2E ). We then defined genomic regions with a spatial distance below 150 nm as being in contact with each other, and measured the contact probability of each traced region with region 19. The contact probability between regions 16 and 19 increased in hepatocytes in comparison to nonhepatocytes ( Figure 2F ). These results suggest an interaction between the enhancer in region 16 and the Scd2 promoter in hepatocytes. Supplementary Fig. 2 ), and the changes in compartment scores were associated with changes in gene expression. When comparing one cell type to another, a significant (more than three-fold) increase in the expression level of a Chr19 gene was more likely to be coupled with an increase in the compartment score of the TAD containing the gene than with a decrease in the compartment score ( Figure 3C ). However, significant differences in compartment scores did not guarantee significant changes in gene expression ( Figure 3C ). These observations suggest that A/B compartmentalization may serve as an additional layer of control over gene expression and cell identity, but also that it is not the sole determinant of expression differences between cell types in developing mouse liver.
Our previous study on a human cell line revealed that A/B compartments are organized in a polarized, side-by-side manner in individual chromosomes 26 . It is unclear whether this is a cellline-specific or human-specific feature, or whether this principle is also conserved in mouse Supplementary Fig. 3B ). This suggests that the polarized organization of compartments A and B is conserved in mouse Chr19 in most fetal liver cells, regardless of cell type.
Principles of joint nucleome architectures
The integrative nature of MINA allowed us to investigate the intricate relationship among multiple features of nucleome organization in a cell-type-specific manner in tissue. A recent report on mouse embryonic fibroblasts showed that LADs largely correspond to compartment B domains 33 . Here we asked whether the compartmentalization differences among the fetal liver cell types could largely explain their differences in the lamina association ratios and nucleolar association ratios of TADs. Our data showed that the lamina/nucleolar association ratios varied 8 among the fetal liver cell types even when the compartmentalization differences were taken into account ( Figures 4A and 4B ). For example, both the nucleolar and lamina association ratios in proerythroblasts were systematically higher than those in the closely related erythroblasts across the full range of compartment scores ( Figures 4A and 4B ). In addition, the extent of the correlations between lamina/nucleolar association ratios and the compartment scores also varied between cell types ( Figure 4C , Supplementary Fig. 4, 5 ). For example, erythroblasts showed a stronger correlation between compartment scores and lamina association ratios than did proerythroblast ( Figure 4C ), even though the latter had higher values of lamina association ratios.
These observations suggest that compartment scores alone are not sufficient to explain the extent of association with nuclear lamina and nucleoli in different cell types.
We next asked whether the polarized organization of A/B compartments in individual chromosomes depends on the association of compartment B with nuclear lamina or nucleoli. To address this question, we grouped individual chromosomes based on their association status with nuclear lamina and nucleoli, which yielded four groups: chromosomes associated with neither lamina nor nucleoli, chromosomes associated with lamina but not nucleoli, chromosomes associated with nucleoli but not lamina, and chromosomes associated with both lamina and nucleoli. We found similar polarization indices in all four groups ( Figure 4D , Supplementary Fig.   6 ). This indicated that the polarized organization of A/B compartments did not depend on lamina or nucleolar association. Furthermore, we analyzed how A/B compartment scores might be correlated with the probabilities of TADs being localized to the surface of the chromosome territory, termed chromosome surface ratios. Multiple recent reports suggested phase-separation as an important mechanism to drive the interactions of active/inactive chromatin [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . Based on a pure phaseseparation model, one might expect TADs with stronger compartment identities to form a hub of chromatin interactions, and thus may localize to the interior of the chromosome territory. To determine whether each TAD was located at the surface or interior of its chromosome territory, we built a 3D convex hull of the chromosome based on the positions of the imaged TADs. If a TAD was on the surface of the 3D convex hull, we considered that TAD as being localized to the chromosome surface. Our data showed that TADs in compartments A and B had similar ranges of chromosome surface ratios ( Figure 5 ), consistent with the polarized organization of A/B compartments. However, the compartment A scores alone were positively correlated with the chromosome surface ratios, whereas the compartment B scores were negatively correlated with the chromosome surface ratios, although the strength of the latter correlation was often moderate ( Figure 5 ). This observation suggests that contrary to the expectation above, TADs with stronger compartment identities tend to localize to the surface of the chromosome territory, while TADs with weaker or more ambiguous compartment identities tend to localize to the interior of the chromosome territory.
Modeling of chromatin interactions
Our experiments showed that A and B compartments of mouse Chr19 are organized in a polarized manner, and that TADs with stronger compartment strength have the tendency of chromosome surface localization. To explore the physical mechanism underlying our observed chromosome organization, we built a minimal polymer model of Chr19 and investigated what chromatin interactions are necessary to establish the following features: a polarized organization of A and B compartments, a positive correlation between compartment A scores and chromosome surface ratios, and a moderately negative correlation between compartment B scores and chromosome surface ratios. We computationally simulated the spatial movement of a polymer with 50 monomers representing the 50 TADs, and modeled A/B compartmentalization as a phase-separation process ( Figure 6 ). We assumed that compartment scores quantitatively reflect the enrichment of phase-separating factors, and used the measured compartment scores from hepatocyte Chr19 for the simulation. A recent report suggested that chromatin interactions in the B compartment are crucial for the phase separation of A/B compartments 39 This last setting qualitatively recapitulated our experimental observations. These results suggest that a balance between the extra-chromosomal and intra-chromosomal interactions is necessary to establish and maintain the observed chromatin organization.
Discussion
In this paper, we report an imaging method that provides a multiscale and multi-faceted 
Methods
Probe design
The complex pools of primary oligonucleotide probes were enzymatically amplified from template oligo pools generated with array-based oligo pool synthesis [44] [45] [46] there is no consecutive repeat of six or more identical nucleotides in the targeting region; targeting sequences are allowed to overlap each other by at most 20 nucleotides. These modifications helped to increase the probe density and compensate for the shorter lengths of the targeted genomic regions. The genomic coordinates of the targeted regions are listed in Table S2 .
Probe design for RNA MERFISH was similar to that previously described 29 Table S3 . The targeting regions were designed from the transcript sequences of 55 cell type marker genes based on previous single-cell RNA sequencing studies 31 , and 82 additional genes located on mouse Chr19. The design criteria for the targeting sequences are: The melting temperatures of the targeting sequences are no less than 66C; the melting temperatures of potential cross hybridization among the targeting sequences do not exceed 72C; the melting temperatures of potential secondary structures in the targeting sequences do not exceed 76C; there is no consecutive repeat of six or more identical nucleotides in the targeting region; targeting sequences are not allowed to overlap each other. The targeting sequences were screened against the genome and transcriptome to ensure that each sequence is unique in the genome and is transcribed from only one gene. The template oligo sequences for all three oligo pools introduced above are listed in Table S4 .
Probe synthesis 14 The designed template oligo pools were ordered from CustomArray, GenScript. To synthesize primary probe sets from the template oligo pools, we followed a procedure that involved limited-cycle PCR, in vitro transcription, reverse transcription, alkaline hydrolysis and purification 26, 29, 49 Tissue sectioning. Pregnant females were euthanized by isoflurane inhalation and cervical dislocation. Embryos at E14.5 were dissected from the uterus and immersed in ice-cold DPBS.
Fetal liver was dissected from the embryo and embedded in a 25-mm x 20-mm x 5-mm Tissue-
Tek Cryomold (VWR, 25608-916) with optimal cutting temperature compound (Tissue-Tek O.C.T.; VWR, 25608-930). Frozen tissue blocks were stored at -80 °C until cryosectioning.
Prior to cryosectioning, 40-mm-diameter #1.5 glass coverslips were treated with 0.01% poly-Llysine (Millipore, A-005-C) at room temperature for 15 min. Frozen E14.5 fetal liver tissue block was cryosectioned at -15 °C at a thickness of 10 μm. Tissue sections were immediately fixed in 4% formaldehyde (PFA) in DPBS for 20 min at room temperature, and washed with DPBS for 3 min twice. We have previously shown that this osmotically balanced fixation condition does not lead to detectable chromosome shrinkage during fixation 52 upstream of Scd2 at a concentration of 8 μM and 4 μM respectively were dropped onto a piece of parafilm. Note that we applied the primary FISH probes after the heat denaturation. This procedure avoided heat denaturation of the RNase inhibitor in the hybridization buffer and allowed multiplexed DNA and RNA FISH to be performed simultaneously. The coverslip was then flipped and placed onto the parafilm so that the tissue section was in contact with the hybridization buffer containing probes. The assembly was incubated for 24-28 h at 37 °C in a humid chamber. The tissue sections were then washed twice with 0.1% v/v Tween 20 in 2xSSC at 60 °C for 15 min each, and once more at room temperature for 15 min. Previous electron microscopy and super-resolution imaging studies have shown that these denaturation and hybridization conditions largely preserve the chromatin ultrastructure [53] [54] [55] . Finally, we applied 0.1-μm yellow-green beads (Invitrogen, F8803) resuspended in 2× SSC to the sample so that the beads attached to the coverslip and could serve as fiducial markers for the correction of sample drift during sequential hybridization rounds.
MINA imaging
After the primary probe hybridization, the sample was repeatedly hybridized with different secondary probes, imaged, and photobleached. For MERFISH measurements, we used Alexa Fluor 750-conjugated 20-nt secondary probes with sequences complementary to the readout regions on the MERFISH primary probes. For chromatin tracing, we used Alexa Fluor 647 and ATTO 565-conjugated 30-nt secondary probes with sequences complementary to the readout regions on the chromatin tracing primary probes. All dyes were attached to the 5' ends of the secondary probes (Table S6) .
To automatically perform buffer exchange during the multiple rounds of secondary hybridization, we used a Bioptech's FCS2 flow chamber and a computer-controlled, home-built fluidics system as described before 26, 29 Thermo Scientific, 62248) in DPBS at a 1:1000 concentration, and incubated the sample for 30 min at room temperature. We then flowed DPBS and imaging buffer through the chamber and imaged SYTOX nucleus staining in the 560-nm channel or DAPI nucleus staining in the 405-nm channel with z-stepping as in previous imaging steps.
Imaging system
For imaging, we used a home-built microscope with a Nikon Ti2-U body, a Nikon CFI Plan Apo Lambda 60x Oil (NA1.40) objective lens, and an active auto-focusing system as described before 57 
Data analysis
RNA MERFISH analysis. All analyses in this work were performed with MATLAB (MATLAB) version R2017b. To efficiently analyze MERFISH images, we implemented a pixelbased MERIFSH analysis pipeline similar to that introduced in a previous report 49 , with modifications. First, to correct for sample drift between the different rounds of MERFISH imaging, we fitted the fiducial bead markers with 2D Gaussian functions to determine the movement of their center positions in x and y, and subtracted this movement from the MERFISH images with image translation. Next, for each drift-corrected raw RNA image, we derived a background image by image opening with a disk-shaped morphological structuring element with a radius of 5 pixels. We subtracted the background image from the RNA image, and identified regional maxima in this new image. All regional maxima with pixel intensities higher than a threshold were identified as potential RNA signals. We then generated a binarized RNA image where all RNA-occupied pixels (the subset of regional maxima pixels with high enough intensities) are ones and all other pixels are zeros. We further dilated the binarized image with a square-shaped morphological structuring element with a width of 3 pixels to enlarge the area occupied by each RNA molecule (to account for the possibility that one RNA molecule may occupy more than one pixels). We grouped all 16 binarized images from the 16 rounds of MERIFSH readout imaging at each height of the z-stack, and determined whether the 1/0 values of each pixel across the 16 images fitted one of the codes in the MERFISH codebook. If so, the pixel was determined to contain one molecule of the corresponding RNA. All adjacent pixels determined to contain the same RNA species were counted as one molecule of that RNA species.
To determine the threshold value for the identification of potential RNA signals, we used an adaptive procedure to screen multiple threshold values for each round of imaging, so that the relative abundance of total RNA molecules in different rounds of imaging fitted the expected relative abundance based on the bulk RNA-seq data and the MERFISH codebook, also the final molecule counts for different RNA species were best correlated with the bulk RNA-seq data.
Cell segmentation. Because our tissue section largely consisted of a monolayer of cells, we segmented these cells in 2D based on the WGA labeling pattern. We first averaged the WGA images in each z-stack along the z direction, and normalized the average image so that the minimum pixel intensity is zero and the maximum pixel intensity is 1. We then calculated the 20 background profile of each averaged WGA image using the adaptthresh function in MATLAB with a sensitivity of 0.1 and a neighborhood size of 41 pixels. We divided the averaged WGA image by this background profile to remove the background, and then thresholded the image so that the 1 st and 99 th percentiles of the pixel intensities were set as the minimum and maximum intensities, respectively. Next, we applied an image closing procedure with a disk-shaped morphological structuring element with a radius of 15 pixels to get more connected WGA boundaries. Finally, we applied the watershed algorithm to the closed image to segment individual cells.
Cell type clustering and identification. To count single-cell RNA copy numbers, we first corrected for sample drift between the WGA and RNA images with the fiducial bead markers as above. We then identified the area of each single cell from the cell segmentation result, and shrank the area by erosion with a disk-shaped morphological structuring element with a radius of 3 pixels. This erosion procedure reduced the chance of mis-assignment of RNA molecules between neighboring cells. Next, we counted the single-cell copy numbers of each probed RNA species in the cell area. To cluster cells based on the RNA copy number profiles, we applied the Louvain-Jaccard clustering algorithm 58, 59 , and visualized the cell clusters with t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) 60 . Both algorithms were previously used to analyze single-cell RNA sequencing data 61 . We determined the cell type identifies of the clusters based on the enrichment of marker gene transcripts. Some of the clusters automatically identified by the Louvain-Jaccard algorithm had similar marker gene expression profiles and were located next to each other on the t-SNE plot. We manually merged these clusters and regarded them as the same cell type, as in previous report of single-cell RNA sequencing analysis 61 .
Determination of 3D Chromatin traces. The 3D chromatin traces were determined from the sequential DNA FISH images with a previously reported analysis procedure 26 Determination of Hi-C contact frequency between TADs. Hi-C data of E14.5 mouse fetal liver were downloaded from Gene Expression Omnibus GSE70181 32 . Hi-C contact frequencies between TADs were calculated as in our previous report 26 . In brief, we first summed all counts of contact between each pair of TADs. We then divided the total count by the product of the genomic lengths of the two TADs. This normalization of the total count to the genomic sizes of the two TADs yields the contact frequency.
Identification of compartment assignment of TADs. The A/B compartmentalization of TADs
was determined with a computational procedure introduced in our previous work 26 . This procedure was an adaptation of the computational workflow to identify A/B compartments from Hi-C data 8 . Briefly, we started from the mean spatial distance matrix of the chromosome, in which individual entries were the mean spatial distances between pairs of TADs. The matrix showed two general features of chromatin organization: 1) Spatial distance between TADs generally increases with increasing genomic distance, shown by shorter mean spatial distances near the diagonal line. 2) There are deviations from the first feature due to long-range interactions/repulsions (compartmentalization). To cancel the contribution from genomic distance, we fitted a power-law function to the plot of mean spatial distance versus genomic distance. The function generated the expected spatial distance at each genomic distance. We then normalized the mean spatial distances between TADs to their corresponding expected spatial distances, and obtained a normalized distance matrix. This matrix shows how the observed spatial organization deviates from the power-law scaling. Next, we calculated the Pearson correlation coefficient between each pair of rows or columns of the normalized matrix. The we first normalized the image to its maximum pixel intensity. We then calculated the background profile of the normalized image using the adaptthresh function in MATLAB with a sensitivity of 0.5. We divided the normalized nuclear image by this background profile to remove the background, and then thresholded the image so that the 1 st and the 3 rd quartiles of the pixel intensities were set as the minimum and maximum intensities, respectively. Next, we applied an image opening procedure by reconstruction with a disk-shaped morphological structuring element with a radius of 25 pixels to reduce image noise. We calculated the 2D gradient profile of the resulting image to highlight the nuclear edges, applied a Gaussian filter to the gradient image with a standard deviation of 5 pixels to clean up the image, and binarized the filtered gradient image using the imbinarize function in MATLAB with the "adaptive" option and a sensitivity of 0.1. We considered a TAD as being associated with nuclear lamina if the TAD's distance to a nearest nuclear edge voxel in the z-stack is less than 200 nm.
Determination of nucleolar association of TADs. To determine if a TAD was associated with nucleolus, we identified nucleolus-occupied spatial voxels by binarizing the z-stack images of nucleoli. We first determined an adaptive threshold profile for the binarization using the following procedure: For each z-stack, we generated a maximum projection along the z direction, and filtered the maximum-projection image with a median filter using the medfilt2 function in MATLAB; we then normalized the filtered image by its maximum pixel intensity, which later was also used as a normalization factor for the whole z-stack; we used the normalized image to calculate an adaptive threshold profile with the MATLAB adaptthresh function. Next, we binarized individual images in the z stack by first applying a median filter to each image, then normalizing each filtered image with the normalization factor above, and finally binarizing each normalized image based on the adaptive threshold profile. After the binarization, a voxel occupied by nucleolus has value 1, and a voxel not occupied by nucleolus has value 0. We were from three biological replicates. All analyses were performed using the same overall population of cells. When analyzing single-cell RNA data, we excluded "cells" larger than 20,000 pixels in area as these were usually empty regions in tissue sections. We excluded "cells" smaller than 2,500 pixels in area as these were usually non-cell particles. We excluded cells with less than 10 detected RNA molecules to ensure high quality in the cell type identification analyses.
Monte Carlo simulation of chromosome conformation with a lattice polymer model
To simulate the compartmentalization of TADs in a chromosome, we built a minimal polymer model on a cubic lattice in 3D. The chromosome was modeled as a linear, self-avoiding polymer composed of 50 monomers. The monomers could only occupy discrete positions on the lattice. The distance between adjacent monomers along the polymer were constrained during the entire simulation, and must be no smaller than 1 and no bigger than 4 (the units of all distances mentioned in this section are the lattice units). In each simulation, we started with a random initial polymer conformation, and simulated a set of monomer moves with a Monte Carlo procedure. For each move, we first randomly chose one monomer, and randomly chose one of the 6 closest positions next to the monomer on the lattice (plus or minus 1 in x, y, or z) as the attempted new position for this monomer. We then determined whether the new position was already occupied by another monomer, and whether the move would violate the distance constraint for adjacent monomers. If either was the case, we gave up this move attempt, and restarted another attempt from the step of randomly choosing a monomer. If neither was the case, we calculated the energies of the polymer conformations with ( ) or without ( ) the attempted move, and accepted or rejected the move using the Metropolis algorithm: We generated a uniformly distributed random number in the interval (0, 1). If < exp ( − ), we accepted the move; otherwise, we rejected the move. If the move was rejected, we reinitiated another move attempt from the step of randomly choosing a monomer. This procedure was repeated until an attempted move was accepted. We simulated 60,000 accepted moves in each run, which is sufficient to reach equilibrium as the mean energy of the population of simulated conformations showed no statistically significant changes in the last 10,000 moves.
And we sampled 100 polymer conformations with 100 independent runs for each set of energy parameters. 25 To calculate the energy of a polymer conformation, we regarded the 50 monomers as the 50
probed TADs in Chr19, and assigned the measured compartment scores from fetal liver hepatocytes to the monomers. The energy was calculated with the following function:
where denotes all pairs of compartment-A TADs with a distance closer than 2, which are Paired-end reads were obtained with Illumina HiSeq2500. Paired-end reads were aligned to the mouse genome (Gencode vM14) with Tophat and transcripts were assembled with Cufflinks 63 . 
